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                         October 13, 2012 
                        Santa Barbara, CA 

 
 
 
 
 

PRESENTATION ABSTRACTS 
 
Session 1  10:15 – 11:00     Location:  Room  ECC  26A                              45 min 

 
Top Techniques for Daily In-Class Journaling                            Demonstration 
By:   Randall Rightmire - UCSB           E, S, A, CC, C/U, IEP 
 
Have you been looking for a way to get your quiet students to speak up? Or get your chatty 
students to settle down? Daily in-class journaling can stimulate deeper discussion, kick-start 
bigger writing projects and class activities, and cultivate a lifelong habit of writing. The 
presenter will explain these and other reasons to try daily in-class writing, while showing field-
tested topics and techniques for ESL writers. 
 
 
Session 1  10:15 – 11:00     Location:  Room  ECC  26B                                           45 min 

 
“Speed Interviewing for Fluency & Fun!”                                 Workshop   
By:   Marisol Saens - Santa Barbara County Education                                       E, S, A, CC, NNL 
  
Presenters will showcase two fun listening and speaking activities (“Speed Dating” and “Speed 
Interviewing”) stemming from the concept of speed dating that can be used to develop fluency 
in lower intermediate students as well as those who are more advanced.  Attendees will be 
invited to participate in a demonstration.  Handouts with details about preparation, execution, 
lists of possible job openings, and a template for interview questions will be provided. 
 
 
Session 1  10:15 – 11:00     Location:  Room  ECC  27A                                 45 min 

 
Pronunciation: Teaching Tools, Techniques and Activities                         Workshop 
By:      Bonnie Blakley - SBCC – Continuing Education                              A, CC, C/U IEP 
                                  
Teach pronunciation to your students using a variety of fun techniques, tools and activities. 
Pronunciation can be taught at all levels. Take back to your classroom materials and ideas you 
can use immediately to help improve your students' intonation and rhythm as well as 
pronunciation of individual sounds. 
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Session 1  10:15 – 12:00              Location:  Room 27B    **DOUBLE SESSION**      1 hr 45 min 

 
Mini Technology Village                      Workshop & Demonstration         
By:     Clara Bauler & David Young - UCSB/SBCC                                                    E, S, A, CC, NNL 
               
The objective of the mini technology village is to afford language teachers with the opportunity 
to come together as a community of professionals to learn and discuss about the uses of 
technological tools for teaching languages. In the first part of the event, participants will be 
introduced to three popular Web 2.0 tools - Blogger, Google Docs (Presentations), and Google 
Docs (Documents) through mini demonstrations to help understand the main basic features 
and purpose(s) for teaching with these tools. In the spirit of a village, during the second part of 
the event, participants will also have a space to share challenges, frustrations and 
achievements in using technology in their everyday teaching practices.   
             
          
Session 1  10:15 – 11:00     Location:  Room ECC 28                                 45 min 

  
Thanksgiving Fun!                             Workshop 
By:     Cassie Koop - SBCC – Continuing Education                                                              E,A,CC, IEP 
 
In this fun and lighthearted workshop, participants will explore ways to share the Thanksgiving 
holiday with students and will experience a variety of interactive activities to teach 
Thanksgiving vocabulary and customs. Participants will walk away with vocabulary picture 
cards, activities, and other handouts that can be used and adapted for a variety of levels.    
 
 

Session 1  10:15 – 11:00                 Location:  Room   ECC 29                             45 min 

 
Grammar for Academic Writing                                  Workshop 
By:  Annette Acosta - Cambridge University Press      S, A, CC, C/U, IEP, TLL 
 
Students are sometimes challenged when applying grammar knowledge to their academic 
writing.  Research informs the most common errors students make.  In this session the 
presenter will show how to help students learn about common mistakes in grammar, 
frequently used structures and using their grammar knowledge in the writing process. 
 
 

Session 2   11:15 – 12:00                Location:  Room   ECC 26A                             45 min 

 
Does Reading Trump all other Teaching Methods                                                 Workshop 
By:      Paul Mori, Ph.D.  - Kaplan, ELS                                   E, S, A, IEP, G 
 
If you could improve your students’ writing style, grammar, vocabulary and spelling with one 
simple procedure, would you do it?  The impact of Free Volunteer Reading (FVR) on learning of 
these skills is one of the most thoroughly investigated subjects.  Learn about its implications for 
second language learning and about what you need to implement it effectively, including a look 
at reading examples.  There indeed seems be a “silver bullet” for learning a second language. 
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Session 2   11:15 – 12:00               Location:  Room   ECC 26B                             45 min 

 
Making it Real:  Four Case Studies in Designing Relevant Learning Tasks                       Discussion 
By:  Robin Corcos - International School of Myanmar (Burma)                    S, A, CC, C/U, TEW                                 
                         
Half the battle in engaging learners is presenting them with relevant tasks, content and 
language. How I set out to achieve this, and sometimes failed, is discussed with reference to 
programs that I designed and taught for law, medical and engineering students at the 
University of Hong Kong and for military personnel of the Central Security Forces in Sana'a, 
Yemen. Most of issues presented would be relevant to the beginner through advanced stages 
of learning. 
 
 
Session 2   11:15 – 12:00                Location:  Room ECC 27A                                        45 min 

 
SLA Research, Individual Differences and the Classroom                                   Discussion 
By:    Lou Spaventa - SBCC                          G 
                  
A review of Second Language Acquisition research for those unacquainted with how findings in 
the field relate to individual learning differences and classroom instruction. 
 
 
Session 2   11:15 – 12:00                 Location:  Room ECC 27B         *Second of Two Sessions*  

 
Mini Technology Village                      Workshop & Demonstration         
By:     Clara Bauler & David Young– UCSB/SBCC                                                   E, S, A, CC, NNL 

The objective of the mini technology village is to afford language teachers with the opportunity 
to come together as a community of professionals to learn and discuss about the uses of 
technological tools for teaching languages. In the first part of the event, participants will be 
introduced to three popular Web 2.0 tools - Blogger, Google Drive (Presentations), and Google 
Drive (Documents) through mini demonstrations to help understand the main basic features 
and purpose(s) for teaching with these tools. In the spirit of a village, during the second part of 
the event, participants will also have a space to share challenges, frustrations and 
achievements in using technology in their everyday teaching practices.      
     

Session 2   11:15 – 12:00                 Location:  Room ECC 28                                         45 min 

 
Student Panel                                          Discussion 
Hosted By:     John Robertson - SBCC                                             A, CC, IEP 
    
What do your students really think about their classroom experiences? Listen to the insights of 
students from community college, adult education, and language institute. What works for 
them in the classroom? What doesn't work? This panel will help you make sure that your 
approach to classroom teaching is maximally effective. 
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Session 2   11:15 – 12:00                  Location:  Room ECC 29                                            45 min    

 
Ten Tips to Enhance Writing Instruction                                Workshop 
By:     Jaala Thibault - SBCC                                                                       E, S, CC, C/U                  
 
In this presentation, various tips will be presented on how to make participants' writing 
instruction more interesting and relevant to their students’ lives. Ideas will be shared among 
participants and given by the presenter. Handouts will be provided; online tools will also be 
explored. (adv.) 
   
   
Session 3   1:30 – 2:15                 Location: Room ECC 26A                45 min 

 
Overseas Teaching – Korea & China & Japan                            Panel Discussion                   
“What to Expect, what not to expect, and how to be prepared’                                 
By:  Tyrone Marsh, Tony Galvan, Laura Wells                          G, NNL                                           
 
Three presenters who worked as teachers in different kinds of English language programs in 
Korea, China and Japan will talk about how they went about their search and how they got their 
jobs. They will present perspectives on what to expect, what not to expect, how to be ready for 
the unexpected and how to prepare well before leaving the US. The session will include time for 
questions and a discussion of working overseas in general and current opportunities. 
 
 
Session 3   1:30 – 2:15                  Location:  Room ECC 26B                45 min 

 
Moodle for Beginners by a Beginner                          Discussion 
By:   Deborah Gordon - SBCC                                     G 
 
Getting started with Moodle can be overwhelming. As a second semester Moodle user, the 
presenter will give suggestions for how to get started and why it’s worth bothering with. The 
presenter will outline how she uses it and the benefits it brings to her teaching. Participants will 
get an opportunity to discuss its potential for their own classes. 
 
 
Session 3   1:30 – 2:15                 Location: Room   ECC 27A                45 min 

 
IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) Revisited                                                          Paper                        
By:  Yongmin Zhu - Los Medanos College, Pittsburgh, CA                      A, CC, C/U, IEP, NLL,TEW       
             
This paper presents the results of quantitative research study on how International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IPA) improved some ESL students' English pronunciation. It also discusses how 
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) can be effectively used to address some of the 
troublesome areas of English pronunciation. The paper hopes to help instructors of English 
language revisit the usefulness of IPA with teaching and learning of English pronunciation. 
Slides will be included.   
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Session 3   1:30 – 2:15               Location: Room ECC 27B                45 min 

 
Writing Skills UC Freshmen are Expected to Have                                                Discussion 
By:     Belinda Braunstein - UC Merced                             S, CC,IEP 
         
What writing skills are incoming students expected to bring to their university-level courses, 
including freshman composition? Come to this discussion to talk over the skills taught in 
freshman composition, instructors’ assumptions about student preparation, and the skills that 
successful students already possess when they enter. Leave with suggestions of what you can 
teach your pre-university writing students to help them succeed in university level writing 
courses. 
  
Session 3   1:30 – 3:15               Location: Room ECC 28    *Double Session*    1 hr 45 min 

 
Increase the Oral Language Production of El/ESL Students                                    Workshop    
By:   Maria Larios-Horton - Santa Barbara County Education Office              E, S, A, CC, NLL 
  
Learn about the instructional advantages to increased student talk and take away easy-to 
implement strategic partnering and productive grouping techniques proven to activate student 
participation. Specifically, participants will be prepared to: Embed academic language 
development in daily instructional practice and Develop lessons and design student work 
products that will embed oral academic and social language routines and strategies 
 
 
Session 3   1:30 – 2:15              Location:  Room ECC 29                45 min 

 
Let’s Talk! Building Classroom Community                           Workshop 
By:   Molly Laula - SBCC – Continuing Education                                                       A 
 
Let’s Talk:  to build community in the classroom, to let go of fears, to practice pronunciation, to 
practice a topic or grammar point, to NOT listen to the teacher! Tried and true fun ideas to get 
your students out of their seats.  And you can sit back and watch them enjoy each other.  
(Unless, of course, they have a question!) 
 
 
Session 4   2:30 – 3:15                  Location: Room ECC 26A                45 min 

 
Blended Learning: How You and Your Students Can Benefit                     Workshop           
By:   Jonathan Boggs - Pearson ELT                      A, CC, C/U, IEP,TLL 
 
Are you fed up with marking homework? Finding it hard to keep track of what your students are 
doing? Do you have issues with mixed abilities? If so, then it might be worth thinking about the 
benefits that blended learning can bring. This session will look at what we mean by blended 
learning, and will demonstrate how the use of an online course component working in tandem 
with a traditional classroom component can have advantages for students and teachers alike. 
The session will be illustrated with material from Pearson's online MyEnglishLabs. 
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Session 4   2:30 – 3:15                    Location: Room ECC 26B                45 min 

 
1-2-3 Spelling:  The Mysteries of English Spelling Revealed                                     Workshop  
By:   Monica Jones B - SBCC - Continuing Education (Retired)              E, S, A, CC, C/U, NLL,TEW 
 
ESL/EFL students don’t have to learn to spell every word, as over 80% of English words are 
spelled following regular patterns! Participants will learn simple, innovative "spelling rules" 
(generalizations). These will help students sound out written words, enabling them to read 
better. The rules will also help students spell the words they want to write. Participants will 
learn ways to incorporate spelling and phonics into the regular curriculum with minimal 
advance preparation. Handouts will be available. 
 
 

Session 4   2:30 – 3:15              Location: Room ECC 27A                45 min 

 
Explore Blended English Instruction and                              
Career Extensions for Adult ESL                                Demonstration 
By:      Jennifer Carlson - Burlington English                             A, CC, C/U, IEP, TLL,TEW 
 
In this workshop participants will explore research-based principles of contextualized learning 
through Blended English instruction and Career Extensions and learn how to apply these 
principles to their own educational frameworks using CASAS to place students and assess 
outcomes. We will examine the successful implementation of Burlington English at Indian River 
State College, the use of CASAS assessment tools and overall student outcomes in both 
language acquisition and vocational goals. We will explore blended learning by engaging in 
classroom activities and exploring an adaptive web based environment for English learning both 
ESOL and career pathways. 
 
 
Session 4   2:30 – 4:15               Location: Room ECC 27B    *Double Session*    1hr 45 min 

 
Zero Preparation Activities for Multi-Level Classes                       Workshop 
By:      Laurel Pollard – Author Session                         G 
             
       
In a multi-level class, should we teach to the middle?  Not when we have activities that 
individuate instruction, challenging and rewarding every single student.  You can use these next 
week and for the rest of your teaching career.  Extensive handouts. 
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Session 4   2:30 – 3:15                  Location: Room  ECC 28                 *Second of Two Sessions* 

 
Increase the Oral Language Production of EL/ESL Students                                   Workshop    
By:   Maria Larios-Horton - Santa Barbara County Education Office              E, S, A, CC, NLL 
 
Learn about the instructional advantages to increased student talk and take away easy-to 
implement strategic partnering and productive grouping techniques proven to 
activate student participation. Specifically, participants will be prepared to: Embed academic 
language development in daily instructional practice and Develop lessons and design student 
work products that will embed oral academic and social language routines and strategies 
 
 
Session 4   2:30 – 3:15                Location:  Room   ECC 29                45 min 

 
ESL Employers’ Panel                                        Discussion 
Hosted By:      Jack Bailey - SBCC – Continuing Education                        A, CC, C/U 
 
Find Out: Where are the jobs? What does it take to get them? When and how to apply? Short 
employer presentations will be followed by Q and A. 
 
 
Session 5   3:30 – 4:15          Location:  Room ECC 26A                45 min 

 
Servant Leadership in Post Secondary Education:  
Educating our Students to be Global Citizens                         Workshop        
By:     Diane Silvers, Ed.D. - Educational Consultant                    A, CC, C/U, IEP, G, IC, TEW 
       
The purpose of this workshop is to explain the concept of Servant Leadership and its application 
to teaching global citizenship and social justice to adult and post-secondary learners.   By the 
end of the workshop participants will be able to: 1) understand the concept of Servant 
Leadership, 2) apply key principles of servant leadership to their teaching practice, and 3) use 
key principles to build community at their agency and in the classroom.    
 
 
Session 5   3:30 – 4:15                     Location: Room ECC 26B                             45 min 

 
CAL Pro Projects                                    Demonstration 
By:    Diana Batista - Simi Valley Adult School & Career Institute                         A, CC, TLL,TEW 
                     
Professional Development available through CAL Pro using ESL Resources and upcoming 
training opportunities.  How to access flexible professional learning options and resources 
available to all teachers. Learn to use the personal Professional Development survey, online 
resources and access all types of research based training at your convenience. Suitable for all 
levels. 
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Session 5  3:30 – 4:15                      Location: Room ECC 27A                             45 min 

 
Student Response to Film in the Classroom                               Workshop  
By:     Brenda Hager - ESL Language Center, Thousand Oaks, CA                  S, A, CC, C/U, IEP, TLL 
 
This presentation will discuss the survey responses from three classes of English language 
learners to the films they watched in their classrooms. The presentation will also highlight 
different uses of films in the ESL classroom. Topics concerning using video in the classroom, 
such as, the benefits of using technology in the classroom and student expectations and 
opinions of the films will be examined. This presentation is appropriate for intermediate 
through advanced English language learners. 
 
Session 5   3:30 – 4:15                       Location: Room ECC 27B         *Second of two Sessions*  

 
Zero Preparation Activities for Multi-Level Classes                         Workshop 
By:       Laurel Pollard – Author Session         G    
       
In a multi-level class, should we teach to the middle?  Not when we have activities that 
individuate instruction, challenging and rewarding every single student.  You can use these next 
week and for the rest of your teaching career.  Extensive handouts. 
 
 
Session 5   3:30 – 4:15                       Location: Room ECC 28                45 min 

 
The Research Paper Connection                           Workshop 
By:   Peggy Smith - Oxnard College                             E, S, CC, C/U 
   
Find out ways to get your students (and yourself) more excited about writing research papers 
that they feel personally connected to.  Spending more time up front helping students select 
their topics and generate research questions can result in more meaningful research papers. 
 
 
Session 5  3:30 – 4:15                       Location: Room ECC 29                45 min 

 
Nurturing the Future of Nonnative English Speaking Teachers                                           Paper 
By:  Hana Saito - Recent graduate UCSB TESOL Program           S, A, CC, C/U, NLL  
 
This oral presentation will review previous studies and literature written on the topic of native 
speaker fallacy and students' as well as self-perception of non-native English-speaking teachers 
(NNESTs). The presentation will suggest that NNESTs' self-perception, perceived validity, and 
ultimately their future can be improved by raising awareness on the issue, collaboration 
amongst the native- and NNEST colleagues, and slow but steady introduction of the ideas 
related to World Englishes in the classroom. (interm. - adv) 
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Legend: 
Below is the key to identifying educational levels for presentations. 
 
Levels: 
E = Elementary 
S= Secondary 
A=Adult 
CC = Community College 
C/U = University 
IEP = Intensive English Program 
G = General 
IC = Intercultural Communications 
TEL = Technology-Enhanced Language Learning 
NNL = Non-native Language Educators’ Issues 
TEW = Teaching English in the Workplace 


